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INCREASED ANIMAL CRUELTY CAUSE FOR CONCERN,
VIOLENT DOG BEATINGS ON THE RISE
New figures have shown an increase in reported animal cruelty in Victoria, with the
number of cruelty reports made to the RSPCA in 2013/14 soaring almost 15% on the
previous year to more than 10,700 complaints.
RSPCA Victoria Inspectorate Manager, Allie Jalbert, said that in addition to the
increase in reported cruelty, she is alarmed by an apparent trend in violent dog
beatings.
“The type of cruelty we are seeing is really quite shocking and is happening more
frequently,” Ms Jalbert said.
“Like with crime statistics, we can’t know whether the recorded increase is the result
of more cruelty or better reporting; but is most likely a combination of the two.
“What we do know is we are regularly seeing dogs that have been violently and
callously beaten by their owners, and in many instances, the abuse has caused lasting
injury or trauma.
“We have rescued dogs that appear to have been stabbed, kicked, and beaten,
sometimes repeatedly,” Ms Jalbert said.
Ms Jalbert said that dog beating cases seem to be occurring more often in apartments
or higher-density living, with dogs that are small to medium in size.
“We are currently investigating six dog beating cases and with the possibility of
charges being laid. We have seized all of these dogs to ensure they are safe from
further harm and can receive veterinary care,” Ms Jalbert said.
Ms Jalbert said that increased community awareness of animal welfare and people’s
willingness to speak out about animal violence is helping the RSPCA identify and pursue
offenders.
“People abusing their pets live within our community. They may share walls with their
neighbours,” Ms Jalbert said.
“Animal abuse can be audible or visible. If you have seen or heard what you suspect
may be abuse, report it to the RSPCA. There is simply no excuse for beating an animal!
“The community are our eyes and ears, and it is through their vigilance that we can
take action and stop abusers.”

